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ALPHABET UNIT EYES LUCRATIVE TV VIEWERS
  Alphabet’s YouTube yesterday launched a new program 
to help advertisers reach more valuable viewers who watch 
content on their TV screens, in an effort to retain advertising 
revenue at a time when brands are slashing budgets due 
to the coronavirus pandemic, Reuters reports.
  The program called YouTube Select will let brands buy 
ads that will reach people watching on their TV, whether 
they are streaming individual YouTube videos or watching 
YouTube TV, the company’s live TV 
service.
  Since viewers are likely to watch more 
content while sitting on the couch in front 
of the TV rather than on their smartphones or laptops, TV 
viewers are generally considered more lucrative in the ad 
industry.
  Viewers are turning even more to YouTube as they stay 
home during the pandemic, and more than 100 million 
people watched YouTube on their TV screens in March, 
said Tara Walpert Levy, vice president of agency and 
brand solutions for Google.
  “If you’re a big brand that’s dependent on reaching 
many people with your message, the ability to access that 
audience is key,” she said in an interview.
  Traditional TV networks in the United States could lose 
up to $12 billion in ad revenue in the first half of this year, 
according to research firm eMarketer, as brands cut their 
spending and live sports, which typically draw big ad 
dollars, are put on hold.
  YouTube is hoping to appeal to all advertisers, whether 
they want to reach TV audiences or want the flexibility to 
quickly end their ad campaigns, which is more easily done 
on digital and streaming services, Levy said.
  Through YouTube Select, advertisers can also buy ads 
to appear on top YouTube channels in certain categories 
such as entertainment, sports or beauty and fashion.
  YouTube Select will replace a program called Google 
Preferred, which sold ads on the top 5% of YouTube 
channels based on popularity and engagement.

OUTDOOR FURNITURE SALES ARE ON THE RISE
  With the travel industry crushed by the coronavirus 
pandemic, it’s more than likely that people will be staying 
close to home this summer.
  Furniture and home goods retailers are reporting huge 
spikes in sales of outdoor furniture along with pool, grill 
and gardening items, as consumers look to make their 
staycations as fun and relaxing as possible, CNBC reports.
  “People are finding that the more time they spend in their 
home, the more time they want to have those things that 
make it more meaningful, more beneficial,” said Ron Hilton, 
chief sourcing and operations officer for Overstock.com.
  The online retailer initially saw an uptick in outdoor 
furniture in March, but since then, demand has “exploded,” 
according to Hilton.

YOUTUBE CHASES TV ADVERTISERS WITH NEW PROGRAM
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Walmart same-store sales were up 10% in its fiscal quarter 
that ended April 30 and e-commerce sales were up 74%. 
March, of course, was the peak, with a 300% jump in pickup 
and delivery. With added expenses, however, the increase 
in profit was relatively modest going from $3.84 billion last 
year to $3.99 billion this year. It’s phasing out the Jet.com 
operation it bought for more than $3 billion in 2016, but 
credits that acquisition for fueling its e-commerce strategy.  

CNBC calculated that during the quarter, 
Walmart hired two new employees per 
minute… Kohl’s net sales were down 43.5% 
during its Q1 at $2.16 billion compared with 
$3.82 billion a year ago. It lost $541 million 

compared with a $62 million profit in 2019’s Q1. The company 
says it will not report same-store sales at this time due to its 
stores being closed… Home Depot had good news and bad 
news in its fiscal Q1. Same-store sales were up 7.5%, but 
after spending $850 million in disease-prevention charges, 
net income fell 10.7% to $2.245 billion. Extra expenses 
included weekly bonuses for employees who worked in 
stores and distribution centers, mitigation expenses and 
additional paid time off for employees deemed at risk… After 
58 years in business, Pier 1 has asked its bankruptcy court 
for permission to liquidate its remaining stores, assets and 
intellectual property and go out of business… Although its 
digital sales were up more than 400%, Children’s Place 
total sales still fell 38%. The chain started reopening some of 
its stores in 10 states yesterday, but almost half are in states 
or counties that haven’t yet been cleared to reopen… In a 
filing with the SEC, Office Depot said it plans to close an 
unspecified number of stores and distribution centers.  It’s 
trying to rely less on retail and more on business-to-business 
and being an IT provider… Kirkland’s says 301 of its 405 
stores are now open, with 95 others offering curbside pickup. 
It didn’t disclose total sales, but reported e-commerce sales 
up 96%... Mall operator Macerich says 20 of its properties 
(11 in Arizona) are now fully open. It expects 35 locations 
to be open by the end of May and the vast majority by mid-
June… Toyota dealers will have two new vehicles to sell later 
this year. The Venza nameplate, last used in 2015, will come 
back as a hybrid 2-row midsize crossover getting 40 MPG 
in combined mileage. It will go on sale during the summer. 
And during Q4, a redesigned Sienna hybrid that can get 
33 MPG will hit dealer showrooms… Wingstop is taking a 
contrarian position to most other restaurants. While some of 
its units are in areas where dining rooms can reopen, this 
chain says opening too early is not necessary for its business 
and it will be one of the last chains to reopen dining rooms. 
Of course, Wingstop also has been one of the few chains 
to have positive same-store sales during the pandemic… 
Smashburger is introducing its “most premium burger…
ever,” the Smoked Bacon Brisket Burger, starting at $8.99
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STUDY: AVOD TO TAKE PANDEMIC-RELATED HIT
  Global revenue generated by OTT video services is set 
to nearly double from 2019-2025, according to Digital TV 
Research, reaching $167.4 billion.
  But the bad news, the firm said, will be a short-term hit to the 
growth of ad-supported VOD (AVOD) streaming services. 
The category, which includes Roku Channel, Tubi, Pluto 
TV, IMDb TV and others, will see only 10% growth this year, 
rising to $26.711 billion in revenue. By 2025, it will expand to 
$53.522 billion, Next TV reports.
  Notably, last June, Digital TV Research predicted the 
AVOD sector would grow to generate $56 billion by 2024. 

“Advertising confidence has been hit,” 
said Simon Murray, principal analyst for 
Digital TV Research. “We expect lower 
growth for AVOD in 2020, but recovery 
thereafter.”
  SVOD services, meanwhile, will more 
than double from 2019-2025 to nearly 
$98 billion. “SVOD has boomed during 
the lockdown, and thanks to the rollout of 
Disney+,” Murray added.
  Digital TV Research’s analysis covers 
138 countries, encompassing not only 
SVOD and AVOD services, but also 
online video rentals and sales.

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
along with meal kits running from $32.95 to $47.95. Denver-
based Smashburger has more than 300 locations in 36 
states… J.C. Penney released some details about its plans 
during bankruptcy, and those plans include the closure of 
242 of its current 846 stores. It also hopes to grow its online 
operation from about $1.5 billion to $2.3 billion in the next four 
years. There has also been a report from Women’s Wear 
Daily that Amazon is interested in acquiring all or part of 
Penney, with Amazon most interested in expanding its apparel 
business… Here’s a small positive note in a very distressed 
industry: Southwest Airlines says bookings for May travel 
have now outpaced cancellations for the month. It expects 
June capacity to be down 45% to 55%, but that’s better than 
the current 60% to 70% decline... Sonic Automotive said 
its new- and used-vehicle sales are improving in May and 
the company is expecting better results later in the year than 
previously forecast for used-vehicle volumes and parts and 
service gross profit.

THIS AND THAT
  NRF Chief Economist Jack Kleinhenz believes economic 
recovery will come gradually and could vary by location. 
“Getting back to work or shopping in a pre-virus manner is 
difficult to predict at this time, with households likely to tiptoe 
back in rather than making an immediate return to the lives 
they experienced before,” he said... Delta Air Lines plans to 
add about 100 daily flights in June, including domestic routes 
and service to Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean. 
However, after months of unprecedented decline in demand 
for air travel, the carrier’s Q2 schedule remains significantly 
smaller than last year... 2020 is already the worst year for 
U.S. corporate bankruptcies since 2009, but experts disagree 
on how much worse the flood will get and when it will arrive... 
HBO Max plans to launch May 27 with a film library that 
surpasses 700 older titles. The service will also offer the 
entire lineup of original HBO shows, as well as original series 
from TNT and TBS, for its $14.99 monthly price.
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TV TIME TO GROW FOR FIRST TIME SINCE 2012
  U.S. TV viewership and time spent is getting an 
unexpected bump as people continue to stay home due 
to the coronavirus pandemic, eMarketer reports. But once 
shelter-in-place measures relax, the research firm expects 
both to decline again, according to its latest forecasts.
  In 2020, the number of traditional TV viewers will grow 
by 8.3 million to 287.3 million, the first time viewership has 
seen positive growth since 2011. While older TV viewers 
are driving most of the increase, all age groups posted 
some growth. Total viewership will fall again in 2021.
  More people are watching TV and spending more time 
doing so. eMarketer expects average 
daily TV viewing time among Americans 
to grow this year by 19 minutes to 2 
hours, 46 minutes per day. This is the 
first time since 2012 that time spent 
with traditional TV will grow. The firm’s 
previous forecast from Q4 2019 expected 
TV time to decline this year to 2 hours, 
20 minutes.
  “Consumers will undoubtedly be fixated 
on their TVs more in 2020 due to stay-
at-home orders, continued interest 
in up-to-date news on the pandemic 
and increasingly, more leisure time 
due to increasing unemployment rates,” said eMarketer 
forecasting analyst Oscar Orozco.
  The 2020 boost will not last beyond the pandemic, 
however. Once things return to normal, eMarketer expects 
TV time to continue its downward trajectory. By the end of 
2021, it projects daily TV time among Americans to decline 
by 8 minutes to 2 hours, 38 minutes per day. Coming off 
the 2020 bump, this will be higher than the 2 hours, 12 
minutes per day that was previously forecast for 2021.

SHORTAGE OF LARGE PICKUP TRUCKS EXPECTED
  Large pickups have continued to sell relatively well 
compared with other vehicle segments, especially in less-
restricted, truck-heavy markets such as Dallas, according 
to J.D. Power data.
  As states relax business shutdowns, customers are 
returning to showrooms faster than manufacturers can 
ramp up new-vehicle production, and that’s likely to 
produce shortages of popular models in some markets, 
notably large pickup trucks, Power says.
  “We could have a situation where inventory is very lean,” 
even though the overall average days-supply may look 
adequate, says Thomas King, president of the J.D. Power 
Data & Analytics Division and chief product officer.
  In particular, that could affect large pickups. According to 
J.D. Power, large pickups have continued to sell relatively 
well vs. other vehicle segments, especially in less-
restricted, truck-heavy markets like Dallas.
  That hurts, because large pickups are typically highly 
profitable. Domestic automakers say they’re prioritizing 
full-size pickups and SUVs once production resumes.
  Industry inventory should be around a 65-day supply 
as production restarts. However, the firm says, “May 
production will likely be at lower run rates and/or disrupted 
by supply chain issues once plants re-open.”

Stephen Colbert

Quarantine has finally 
given me the time to clean 
out my attic. I haven’t done 

it, but the time is there.


